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Alfons Weichenrieder: Technical studies attest only minor advantages in terms of
carbon footprint to the use of electric cars compared to vehicles with conventional
power engines. However, important economic conditions are overlooked

There is great uncertainty on the retail market for cars. Does it still make sense to buy a diesel vehicle? On
the other hand, what about the climate-related effects of electric cars?

There are also major concerns about the second question. After all, the production and operation of
electric cars are not CO -free if the electricity used comes from coal-fired power plants. In the worst case
scenario, CO  emissions from road traffic could even increase if more people switch to an electric car. In
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this case, the only option would be to reduce fine dust and nitrogen oxides in the inner cities.

These fears are not groundless. Last summer, the Federal Ministry for the Environment presented
calculations (https://www.bmu.de/fileadmin/Daten_BMU/Pools/Broschueren/elektroautos_bf.pdf)showing
that CO  emissions of electric cars over their life cycle are only 16 percent lower than emissions of diesel
vehicles running with the current electricity mix. Other studies have also so far confirmed that electric cars
have a carbon footprint that is surprisingly only slightly better than that of diesel cars. 

The rules of the economic environment matter

Although these studies try to cover the entire consumption and often even the production cycle of vehicles
in terms of pollutant emissions, they have a problem. They completely ignore the economic environment
under which CO  emissions occur. The results are therefore more than questionable in the European
context.

The system of European carbon trading is key in defining the economic environment: the additional
demand for coal-fired electricity generated by charging the additional electric cars, means in this system,
that the energy industry needs additional CO  certificates. Since the European Union as a whole limits the
amount of certificates, this implies, conversely, that the electricity industry has to buy them from other
usages, thus withdrawing them from the market. Accordingly, these other industries generate less CO .

This means that every ton of CO  additionally produced by electric cars and the associated demand for
coal-fired electricity is offset by a ton of CO  that has to be saved somewhere else in the European
economy. Any increase in emissions generated by an additional electric car is thus completely
compensated elsewhere. Technical studies do not consider this. They are therefore too pessimistic when it
comes to assessing the effect of electric cars on the carbon footprint.

Even by phasing out gasoline or diesel cars, there are important economic effects. However, the European
trade of CO  is not affected by them. The electricity industry, which provides coal-fired electricity for
charging electric cars, is linked there, but not the car traffic. Neither drivers have to buy certificates for their
CO  emissions, nor does the oil industry, which supplies the petrol for the production of the emissions. So
if cars with conventional power engine are abandoned, no certificates will be released that would lead to
more CO  emissions elsewhere. Therefore, there are some arguments in favor of switching to or
abandoning a fuel-powered car to save the corresponding amount of CO .

However, there may be price effects on the oil market that may stimulate the demand for oil. Someone
who has previously driven a conventional car and thus contributed to CO  emissions in traffic, saves it
when switching to an electric car. At the same time, however, it requires less fuel. If there is enough
reduction of demand for conventional power engine cars, then the price of petroleum products drops -
which elsewhere in the world leads to an increase in demand due to the lower price and thus also in sales.
Crucial for the overall carbon footprint is therefore the extent to which demand is expanding elsewhere on
the oil markets. However, this is only a counter-effect: the resulting increase in demand elsewhere cannot
overcompensate for the lower demand of the electric car owner.

The technical calculations on the CO  superiority of electric cars compared to vehicles with conventional
power engines are based on numerous assumptions. Even if the technical calculations were far too
optimistic: due to the European CO  trading system, there is no reason to fear an increase in CO
emissions. This can contribute to moral relief for buyers of electric cars.

Missing cap on CO  emissions in car traffic allows reduction

In the economic analysis, the CO  advantage of a private switch to the electric car ultimately results from
an asymmetric policy at European level. While the trade of certificates already covers the majority of CO
emissions in manufacturing and power generation, this does not apply to car traffic. Someone who
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switches from a diesel to an electric car implicitly purchases additional certificates through her electricity
bill and via her electricity producers and removes them from other environmentally harmful deployment. At
the same time, the reduced demand for gasoline does not lead to an increase in the supply of certificates,
which would mean an equal increase in emissions elsewhere. The same environmental effect would be
significantly cheaper to achieve due to the small advantage of the electric car, by explicitly buying
certificates, decommissioning them and continuing to drive an efficient internal combustion engine.
Switching to electric cars is a very expensive way to avoid CO . The amount of CO  emitted by a middle-
class car over its lifecycle will only cost about 1,000 euros elsewhere. This can easily be estimated
because it would be possible to achieve the approximately 40 tons of CO  through the shortage of CO
allowances, which currently cost around 25 euro per ton. Nonetheless, the high cost does not change the
fact that total emissions would fall as a result of the switchover in Europe, even if only coal-fired electricity
was used for charging.

Alfons Weichenrieder (https://safe-frankfurt.de/research/researchers/researchers-details/showauthor/52-
weichenrieder.html) is Professor of Economics and Public Finance at Goethe University, Frankfurt.
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